Schlumberger and NetApp Solutions for the E&P Industry

Working together with NetApp, Schlumberger provides data storage solutions that bridge the gap between IT and petrotechnical data management.

Over a decade ago, Schlumberger and NetApp began working together as partners to address E&P data storage and management challenges.

Today, we have hundreds of oil and gas companies around the globe that leverage our joint technologies to deliver the necessary performance and capacity required to enhance collaboration and to support their most demanding E&P application environments.

Together, Schlumberger and NetApp provide integrated, optimized storage solutions.
Boost the Agility of Your E&P Data Infrastructure

Schlumberger offers infrastructure assessment services and provides optimized NetApp storage infrastructure solutions, resulting in improved user productivity accelerating the overall E&P process. This is accomplished by matching the right petrotechnical compute and storage requirements to E&P workflows.

Unique offerings developed with NetApp using the Ocean* software development framework, allow us to deliver a new level of data protection and recovery expediency for the Petrel® E&P software platform and GeoFrame® reservoir characterization software. This provides a more concise response for data recovery needs and speeds the recovery process to minutes rather than hours or days.

Optimized infrastructure solutions are designed and offered to our customers after the services team identifies the required infrastructure specifications through their onsite assessment. Once an optimal design is approved, tailored solutions are deployed and integrated into the customers’ IT environment leveraging our partnerships with global technology leaders in storage, graphics, and semiconductors technologies.

■ Scale storage resources from a few terabytes to multiple petabytes using a single, unified architecture
■ Provision and optimize your storage efficiency and capacity utilization with policy-based automation to increase administrator productivity
■ Maintain 100% accessibility to data and applications while servicing your infrastructure—including complete hardware refreshes—for nondisruptive operations
■ Share the same storage resource when and where needed, without compromising privacy and security with our multitenancy capabilities

About NetApp

NetApp creates innovative storage and data management solutions that deliver outstanding cost efficiency and accelerate business breakthroughs. Customers around the world choose us for our “go beyond” approach and broad portfolio of products and services. Our solutions provide nonstop availability of critical business data and speed production, so you can deploy new capabilities with confidence and get to revenue faster than ever before.

Discover our passion for helping companies around the world go further, faster at www.netapp.com.
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